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While this particular mode of satirical representation may be in retreat before the forces of digital media,
graphic satire is not going to die while it has such fit meat to feed on. Meanwhile, editorial cartoons inhabit an
increasingly marginal place in an increasingly fragmented and fractious media landscape. Not only did
Lincoln not having any southern support, but also he was apart of the Union and against slavery; his views
could have seriously lost him the race Each party has its own political ideology. The political cartoon portrays
some of the world super powers in an attempt to extend imperialism globally. It is elegantly drawn and
ruthless. Make use of the techniques of symbolism, exaggeration, labeling, analogy and irony in creating your
cartoon! The two gladiators portray the rivalry between the North gladiator on the left and South gladiator on
the right Get your price writers online The political cartoon portrays the country that was the most aggressive
to extend its authority over other nations. There are trash cans, bag of leaves, and a pile of dirty dishes. People
blindly believe that children are easily influenced by violent cartoons on television. This article aims to
discuss where politics occurs; looking at various influences that theories have put forward and how the
information age has undermined the title statement. We write, therefore, in long-term appreciation of the wit
they have brought to our public life. Illustrations bring more context to the world around us as styles and
aesthetic expectations evolve. Every state is different with some common ground. Children entertain
themselves by watching cartoons instead of playing physical games Please reflect college-level work??
Introduction: -attractions of a political cartoon ii. Everyone has their own views whether it was taught or
learned. There were disagreements over whether the territories should be expanded and about each state
entering the Union. The two Age cartoonists left with reflective works during the phoney electoral war that
marked the early months of 


